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what this looks like within the walls of our school.

 

Children at MCMS are given the unique opportunity

to dig in deep and truly pursue their interests. On any

given day, you may find children making applesauce

or crocheting their own jewelry (or crowns!). They are

first learning to read, and then are reading to learn.

They are building the Trinomial Cube, and then using

this same material to solve algebraic equations. Your

children are discovering something new at every turn!

 

At MCMS, we are never too old to discover

something new! Parent Information and Engagement

(PIE) events are designed to help families learn more

about Montessori, or to explore new strategies and

parenting techniques in the home. Scott and Ross

hosted a PIE event in September called “Teens and

Technology”, which you can read more about on page

12. There are so many opportunities for you to

discover more here at MCMS; I hope to see you soon

at one of our upcoming PIE events.

 

Until then, I invite you to dive in and explore the

content shared here. Get another glimpse of the

magic that unfolds here each day. My dad has always

said, “You learn something new every day.” This is

especially true here at MCMS! Find something that

leaves you with some questions? Call or stop by. I

would love to hear more about what you have

discovered today!

 

The Art 
of Discovery
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Vicki McCarthy, MCMS Head of School

As a community, we’ve been

talking a lot about discovery; we

wholeheartedly believe this is

fundamental to the work being

done by everyone here at MCMS.

Discovery, by definition, is the art

of observing or finding something

new or unknown. Let’s explore 

Letter: From the Head of School 
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Respecting children and their natural joy of discovery



Dear MCMS Community,

 

A new year. How did that happen?! 

 

2020 has a good feeling for our students and for our

entire school community. It will bring change, which

can sometimes be hard to navigate. But I have no

doubt that change will lead us as a school to look

towards the future and grow in new and exciting

ways. 

 

These last 10 years, with Vicki McCarthy leading

MCMS as the Head of School, has been the most

exciting, creative, growth-producing decade in the

school’s history. Hundreds of students have been

enriched and educated through the tireless work and

professionalism of our teachers and staff, in ways

that will benefit them for a lifetime.

 

Exciting and wonderful change is coming. Kathleen

Franzen will be taking over as the incoming MCMS

Head of School on July 1, 2020. The Board of Trustees

engaged in an extensive, six-month long search for a

new head of school. Kathleen brings her enthusiasm

and energy to MCMS, along with an extensive

background in building and strengthening schools,

including the Montessori high school in Milwaukee.

Kathleen’s three children will be enrolling in MCMS,

and we are excited to welcome them all into our

classrooms and our community! 

 

There will be opportunities in the coming months for

the MCMS community to get to know Kathleen as she

learns the present workings of the school, and creates

her vision for the future. The Board of Trustees will

continue its mission to ensure the long-term viability

and excellence here at MCMS, providing the highest

quality AMI Montessori education for present and

future generations of students.

 

Best wishes to everyone, 

 

2020: A New
Decade 

A Note from the Board Chair

Judy Olingy, MCMS Board Chair  P A G E  3



Dear MCMS Community, 

 

I am honored and elated to be joining MCMS as the next

Head of School in a long history of caring, visionary leaders

who have made this school what it is today. I am eager to

meet students, faculty, staff, parents and alumni as I begin to

transition into my new role. 

 

It has been a pleasure to spend time with the MCMS

community over the last month. I admire MCMS’s commitment

to providing an authentic and rich Montessori experience and

its clear and unequivocal focus on fostering a child’s natural

joy of discovery. In every conversation I have had, I have been

struck by a deep passion for the school. The welcoming

nature of all constituents, and the genuine sense that

everyone I met truly cared about MCMS is a testament to the

strength of your community. Beyond this, what stood out to

me was the appreciation for the hard-working, talented

faculty who are dedicated to honoring the natural

development of their students. Over and over, I heard stories

of connection and of genuine pride in how MCMS forges

enduring relationships while respecting and valuing

individuals. It is inspiring to enter into a school that is

committed to understanding, embracing, and celebrating

every community member.

 

I am a teacher at heart; compassionately in awe of the

miracles within each child, each family, and each classroom.

To serve and lead within a vibrant school community is a deep

personal passion as well as a professional journey for me. As

a leader, I am eager to listen, observe, question and learn

from all stakeholders in order to make informed decisions and

continue to collaboratively bring the school’s vision into

reality. I feel fortunate to work with this amazing group of

educators in partnership with students, parents, alumni, and

the Board to build on the legacy of an enriching and

supportive environment that is the hallmark of MCMS.

 

It is an honor to be entrusted with your children and with

MCMS - a school with a remarkable history and spectacular

promise for the future. My family is excited to be joining such

a caring school community. I eagerly await the opportunity to

get to know you, your children, and your dreams for the future

of MCMS, and I sincerely look forward to the work ahead.

 

Warmly,

 

 

 

Kathleen Franzen

KATHLEEN
FRANZEN

Meet

Introducing next year's Head of School
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CYNTHIA  BLISS ROSS  COHEN AMBER  LATINO

Amber is originally from Texas.
She and her family recently

moved to Middleton. She majored
in International Studies at the
University of St. Thomas and

earned her law degree from the
University of Texas. She is an AMS
certified adolescent teacher and

was a guide in that community for
three years at her previous

school. Before her work in the
adolescent community, she also

served as an assistant in the
toddler environment. She is

thrilled to be a part of the toddler
community at

MCMS. Amber enjoys reading,
cooking, and watching British

murder mysteries.

Ross grew up in Middleton, WI,
attended UW-Stevens Point as an

undergrad, and received his
Master's in Education from
Edgewood College. Through

positions at REAP Food Group,
Dane County Humane Society,

and surrounding school districts,
Ross has worked with and

educated hundreds of students,
teaching many topics including

environmental studies and STEM
education. He is excited to join
the MCMS community, and is

looking forward to putting all of
his combined skills and talents to
work. In his free time, Ross loves

gardening, hiking, and playing
outside with his wife, daughter

and pups.

Cynthia knew she wanted to
study art at UW-Madison when,
on a high school field trip, she

fell in love with the quirky
Humanities building and the

magical things going on there.
She earned a B.S. in art

education there, and later an
M.S. in curriculum and

instruction with an emphasis on
working with at-risk students

from UW-Whitewater. She has
taught middle school art at a
public school for the past 26

years. Cynthia is also a
professional artist, and in her

free time enjoys hiking with her
dog, cross-country skiing,
kayaking, reading, music,

remodeling her house, and
traveling.

DANIELLE  OLIVAS-

KLUBERTANZ

Danielle grew up in nearby
Cottage Grove and recently

moved to Fitchburg. She went to
UW-Whitewater where she

received her degree in psychology
with a minor in family studies;
Danielle received her master’s

degree in special education there
as well. She has experience

working with typically developing
students, as well as students with
special needs. She has worked as

an aide in a school, assisting a
student with autism, and has also
worked as a behavioral therapist

for children on the spectrum.
Danielle is excited to be working

at Madison Community
Montessori School!

We would like to recognize three very special anniversaries

this year! Upper Elementary assistant, Marisol Garcia,

celebrated her 10th year at MCMS; Director of Education,

Meghan Smyth, her 25th year; and Children's House Guide,

Anna McAleavy, was honored for her 30th year with us. 

 

Meghan now joins our Children's House assistant, Kim

Wipperfurth, our Lower Elementary assistant, Laura

Spitzig, Anna, and our Head of School Emeritus Dorothy

Zografi in the elite "25+ Club." Thank you for helping to

make MCMS such a wonderful community!

M
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SMarisol

10 Years

New Faces at MCMS

Meghan
25 Years

Anna
30 Years
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WELCOME TO OUR NEWEST LEARNERS

“We shall walk together on this path of life, for all things are part of the universe and are

connected with each other to form one whole unity.”

-Maria Montessori

We are so thrilled to welcome all of our new families here to MCMS. Our

community and classrooms are enriched by your presence, and we are so happy

you are here. We welcome you and hope you enjoy sharing in this journey of

Montessori Education with us!
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Go-to-School Events 
Our students are not the only lifelong learners in our MCMS community! Every year our parents get the opportunity to have

their children give them some Montessori lessons in their classrooms. We celebrate a culture in which our parents, staff, and

students are always constantly learning and growing from each other. Make sure to save the date for our upcoming Go-to-

School nights: Elementary classrooms on February 11, and Children's House on February 12!
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MCMS

Gives

Thanks

MCMS  Gives  Thanks
Each  year  we  look  forward  to  helping  the  Middleton  Outreach  Ministries  in  their  Thanksgiving

food  drive .  Our  community  helped  raise  1 ,476  pounds  of  food .  Our  Adolescent  class  went  out

into  the  local  community  to  help  collect  food  at  local  businesses  and  within  our  neighborhood .   

 

Many  of  our  classrooms  also  celebrated  the  Thanksgiving  holiday  by  having  community  feasts !

Our  Lower  Elementary  classrooms  kept  their  tradition  of  making  stone  soup ,  while  our

Children 's  House  Classrooms  all  came  together  to  eat  one  grand  meal !  

 

 

Back to

School

Picnic

Community Focus
Back-to-School  Picnic
We  didn 't  let  a  spot  of  rain  stop  our  back-to-school  picnic  this  year !  Our  MCMS  families  had

fun  splashing  in  their  boots  and  dancing  to  the  tunes  of  local  band  Casey  and  Greg  at

Rennebohm  Park .  Thank  you  to  all  of  our  families  that  brought  delicious  food  for  us  all  to

enjoy ! .  
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2019  Fall  Benefit :  Escape  the  Room !
It  was  a  race  to  escape  the  room  at  our  fal l  fundraising  benefit !  Each  of  our  Montessori

classrooms  were  set  up  with  stories  and  clues  that  teams  needed  to  piece  together  in  order  to

find  their  way  out .  The  event  helped  raise  over  $3 ,000  for  MCMS .  Thank  you  to  all  of  our

volunteers ,  the  benefit  planning  committee ,  our  staff ,  class  l iaisons ,  and  families  that  helped

donate  items  and  time  to  make  this  event  a  success !  

A  Celebration  of  Peace
Every  year ,  we  celebrate  the  International  Day  of  Peace  with  an  all-school  celebration .  Peace

education  is  a  huge  aspect  of  the  Montessori  Method ,  and  the  opportunity  to  honor  and

remember  the  importance  of  peace  on  this  special  day  is  one  that  we  cherish .  Dr .  Montessori

saw  the  education  of  young  children  as  the  human  race ’s  opportunity  to  recreate  itself  in  a  way

that  would  eliminate  war .  From  a  very  early  age ,  our  students  learn  to  think  globally  about  the

human  race  and  its  place  in  the  entire  system  of  our  planet !

Escape

the

Room

Day

of

Peace
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Grandparents Day 2019
Grandparents hold such a special place in our hearts here at MCMS!  We

were so excited to have so many of our grandparents join us this year for our

annual celebration. In the spirit of lifelong learning, our grandparents enjoyed

some lessons in the classroom, and then joined us for an all-school sing!
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LIVING WITH DIGITAL NATIVES
A PARENT'S GUIDE TO NAVIGATING TEENS AND TECHNOLOGY

 By Scott McIntyre and Ross Cohen

POSTMODERN
PAINTING. Stella

alternately paints in
oil and watercolor

Take a peek into a day

in the life of budding

artist Stella Young,

and how she improves

her craft

Understanding teenagers and

technology can be daunting. It

sometimes seems like teenagers’ lives

revolve around their technology. From

the internet and social media, phones,

apps, games, television and other types

of technology, technology is

increasingly becoming an essential part

of our daily lives. Many of today’s

young people – often referred to as

‘digital natives’ – haven’t known any

other way.  This fall we offered a

Parent Information and Engagement

event called “Teens and Technology” in

which we examined how technology is

being used in our classrooms, and

discussed some important points to

think about when setting technology

guidelines for students and families to

apply in our own homes.

 

Benefits of Technology

Personal technology has significant

value in today’s day and age. It allows

for easy communication (between

parents and children), it opens the door

for creativity, and it connects students

to world issues. Chances are, many of

the future jobs our students will hold

will revolve around technology.

"It is imperative that
students understand
that once something
is on the web or in the
cloud, it will be there
forever."

Technology can be used for good

purposes when coupled with healthy and

clear boundaries. In our classroom,

personal technology is to be used as a

tool, and never as a toy or weapon. We

believe technology is best when being

used to support production and

creativity (such as writing, making art,

and learning programming) and not as

pure consumption (watching YouTube,

playing games, etc).

 

Potential Risks for Teens

There are certainly many pitfalls of

technology.  It disconnects people from

face-to-face contact, can foster

loneliness and isolation, allows for easy

access to mature content, and it gives

companies massive amounts of our

personal data.  In addition, there are

addictive aspects of gaming and social

media which can lead to moody

behavior and a lack of sleep (something

that can already come as a challenge for

parents with teenagers!).

 

Being a Good Digital Citizen

In our Adolescent community, we

address the concept of Digital

Citizenship throughout the year.  

We have conversations with students

about their “digital footprint”, and how

decisions they make online will impact

their current (and future) lives and

privacy. Some of the topics we talk

about with our students include safety

and security around sharing pictures

and personal information,

communication and collaboration (like

how to compose an email and how to

use online tools), and ethics around

topics like plagiarism and cyberbullying. 

It is imperative that students

understand that once something is on

the web or in the cloud, it will be there

forever.

 

We encourage families to embrace

setting clear expectations and guidelines

for when and where technology should

be used. One way of doing that may be

to, as a family, write a family

technology code of ethics that everyone

abides by.
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Scott has been with Madison

Community Montessori School

since 2006. He is originally from

northern Michigan where he

earned degrees in business

management and in forestry at

Michigan Technological

University. He earned a master’s

degree in environmental 

education at UW-Stevens Point. Afterward, he

worked at Nature’s Classroom Institute. In his free

time, he enjoys running, biking, camping, hiking, and

exploring the outdoors of Wisconsin with his family.

 
Ross grew up in Middleton,

attended UW-Stevens Point as

an undergrad, and received his

Master’s in Education from

Edgewood College. Through

positions at REAP Food Group,

Dane County Humane Society,

and surrounding school

districts, Ross has worked with 

and educated hundreds of students, teaching many

topics including environmental studies and STEM

education. In his free time, Ross loves gardening,

hiking, and playing outside with his wife, daughter and

pups.

Have your kids write & illustrate their own book

Visit the local library to find books or check out upcoming events

Go for a family bike ride

Make a magnetic story board with a baking sheet

Gather some yummy goodies and go on a family picnic

Visit the humane society to give love and attention to the animals

Research and create your family tree

Sort through old clothes and toys that can be donated

Play cards, puzzles, or board games

Prepare and plant a garden – even if it’s just in pots

Go on a nature hike & have your kids journal what they see

Learn about your local culture and history

Attend a local event, play, or musical performance

Spend some time at a local bookstore

Dine at a new local restaurant

Visit a local museum

Create costumes out of old clothes and craft scraps

Build a blanket fort and tell camp-style stories

Draw or paint portraits of each family member

Go on a nature scavenger hunt

Play in a creek and discover what lives there

Complete random acts of kindness together

Visit your local farmers market and get to know the farmers

Go bowling

Visit a local park in your area that you haven't visited before

Help the kids plan a meal they can make by themselves

Encourage your child to declutter their room and rotate old toys

Take an art class or create your own art at home 

Plan a living room ball and dance the afternoon away

Go camping

Learn how to identify animal tracks

Make a keepsake treasure box

Explore local landmarks

Spend an afternoon planting or enjoying wildflowers

Grab a blanket and watch the clouds – list all the shapes you see

Get up early and watch the sun rise

Rearrange the furniture

Take a boat ride or go fishing

Go on a nature / critter walk before bedtime with a flash light

See a local sporting event

If young people understand what it means to be good

‘digital citizens’, parents should have every reason to

trust them with managing their own internet use, just

as you trust them to act responsibly when they’re at

school or with their friends. It is also important for

parents to model good use of technology at home

around their children. Technology usage at home has

been found to be most successful when families have

“technology free” times and zones in the house that

outline when family members can have screen time. 

 

Technology in the modern day and age cannot be

avoided, nor does it need to be. But it is important that

students understand the consequences on their health

and privacy when technology is used in excess or

improperly. All of us, not just young people, need to

learn how to exercise moderation. Technology can be

used in productive ways, while balancing a healthy and

physically active life, learning, and making space for

other types of play and creativity. 

 

Go Screen-Free for a Week

We will be celebrating Screen-Free Week from May 4-

10, 2020, and we encourage everyone to start thinking

of ways that you can partake in this event with us! It is

never too early to start planning for ways that you can

make intentional space for that healthy balance, and

encourage more personal and face-to-face

relationships with those you love.

"ALL OF US, NOT JUST YOUNG PEOPLE, NEED TO LEARN
HOW TO EXERCISE MODERATION."
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THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO HAS
ALREADY SUPPORTED DISCOVERY THIS YEAR:

Daniel and Emily Abbott
Nicolas and Abby Alexander
Max and Maureen Anderson
Scott and Laura Anderson
Mike and Lisa Andrewski
Wesley and Kristin Ayres

Ayres Painting Company

Andrew Baack

Alok Bachuwar and Purandhri Patel
Brandon and Jennifer Baldock
Carl and Peggy Barlett

Robyn Birnstein-Maramag
Marilyn Byrne
Philip Carlson and Alissa Santurri
Erica Chiarkas
Josh Chiarkas
Nick Chiarkas and Judy Olingy
Tanis Clark and Jaime Palma
Stephen and Dawn Clawson

Ross Cohen and Briana Lenzlinger
Patrick and Laura Cooney
Bob and Therese Corby

John and Lauren Craig
Cody and Leah Cry

James and Courtney Dalton
Tim and Jenny Dedering

Bob and Chris Dicke

Jim and Jennifer DuRocher

Jonathan Durr and Jennifer Filbert
David Eck and Jennifer Jurgensen
Ruth Filbert

Steve Filbert

Wade and Angela Fransson
Al and Shirley Freiberg
Daniel and Erin Freiberg

Michele Gassman

Mary Lee Gleason
Scott Hanson and Jennie Hounshell
Gary Harutunian and Lizette Becerra-Ramirez

Bruce and Kathryn Heling

Bob Jacobson and Cynthia Bliss

Josh Heling and Amy Jester

Joshua and Jessica Hermsen

Julie Hermsen Dooley

Don Isham and Melissa Marti

James Joyce and Nancy Viscovich

Dee King and Gail Grigg

 

 

Greg and Tracy Kramer
Thomas Kuplic and Emily Dickmann
Bill and Ginny Kussner
Ryan Lowell and Marisol Garcia
Derek and Kyle Larson
Chad and Meghan Leatherman
Kai Li and Stacy Austin-Li
Tim and Elaine Lin
Paul and Anna McAleavy
Vicki and Kevin McCarthy
Scott and Anne McIntyre
Mike McKinley and Maria Moreno
Benjamin Meyers and Aimee Arrigoni
Shane and Samantha Moyer
Matt Klubertanz and Danielle Olivas-Klubertanz 
Rosa Owen 
Bora Ozel
Melissa Ozel
Gary Pan and Jade Chen
Jitenora and Daksha Patel
Philip and Kelly Petrowski
Andrew Pfaff and Maggie Musgrave
Michael Pomroy and Deborah Marble
Amit and Maureen Popat
Gerry and Michele Riopel
Jason and Roshelle Ritzenthaler
Sean Saager and Jessie Guo
Tarek Said and Kate Corby
T.J. and Kate Sargent
Peter Schlueter and Nicole Westphal
Resham Singh and Manjinder Kaur
Meghan Smyth
Laura and Chris Spitzig
Aaron and Soma Struck
Tom and Emily Togstad
Patience Vallier
Jordan van Rijn and Leonora Diaz Palacios
Kate Vestlie 
Joe and Amanda Viviani
David Watkins and Megan McDonald
Kim Wipperfurth
Rachel Wortsman
Hadi and Lua Yaganagi

 

We would also like to thank all of our donors

who wish to remain anonymous.
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Yes, I want to support Discovery!

NAME

ADDRESS

EMAIL

PHONE

TOTAL PLEDGE   $

Gifts of $400

from each MCMS

family will allow 

us to reach our

annual goal

I have enclosed my check made out to MCMS

Please evenly apply my gift to my monthly tuition starting in: _______ 

Please charge my ___Visa   ___Mastercard   ___Discover   ___American Express

________________________________       ___________       ___________
Card Number Security Code Exp. Date

______________________________________________________________
Signature

In Honor of: ______________________________

In Memory of: ____________________________
 

This gift is:

Please send notification of this gift to (please list name and address):

______________________________________________________________

My gift will be matched by my employer:

______________________________________________________________

Your gift is fully tax-deductible to the extent allowed by
law. All gifts should be received by May 31, 2020 in
order to benefit this year's students. 
 
To remit, please tear out and mail to: 
MCMS 
8406 Ellington Way
Middleton, WI 53562
 

Please indicate your relationship to MCMS: 

___Current Family  ___Alumni Student  ___Alumni Parent  ___Grandparent

___Staff  ___Friend or Extended Family  ___Board Member 

 

 
D  scovery 

Fund

The The Madison Community Montessori Discovery Fund is our largest annual

fundraising effort. Each year, MCMS relies on generous gifts from our parents,

grandparents, faculty and staff, Board of Trustees, alumni, and friends to support

the operation of the school. 

 

Discovery Fund gifts have an immediate impact on the day-to-day vibrancy of

MCMS. They allow us to fund learning experiences and school purchases for our

students and staff throughout the year, including going-outs for students,

professional development for staff, technology and building innovations, and

enhancements for our classroom environments. The beneficiaries of this year’s

Discovery Fund are THIS year’s students.

 

Our goal of having 100% participation from our parents can only be made possible

with your help. We are proud to say that this year, every single member of our

staff and our Board of Trustees has already made a commitment. Every gift, no

matter the size, ensures that we are able to provide the very best in Montessori

education for our bright, young minds. Please consider making a pledge today to

support Discovery for all of our students this school year!

madison
community
montessori
school

Leadership Societies
Levels of Discovery

$2,500+

$1,972+

$1,000+

$500+

$250+

Up to $250 Pioneer

Trailblazer

Innovator

Visionary*

Achiever

Illuminator

*F
o
un

d
e
rs

 L
e
ve

l

2019-2020: Family of Funds

We thank you for your generosity.

The Family of Funds represents the most fundamental and mission-driven aspects of

MCMS's programming. The Discovery Family of Funds allows you to indicate which area of

the MCMS experience that you find most compelling.

Please take a moment to indicate that below:

Your support will help us to: provide unique curricular opportunities in all grade levels, attract and

retain master Montessori educators, maintain our beautiful school building and grounds, provide for

technology upgrades, and enhance financial assistance for families who may not otherwise be able

to experience a Montessori education. It also allows for our MCMS leadership to fund things that

may have the most direct and immediate need during the course of the year. 

Classroom Enhancements

Building and Grounds Updates

Financial Assistance

Faculty and Staff Professional Development 

Technology Upgrades

Area of Greatest Need

Madison Community Montessori School 
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UPCOMING EVENTS2020

MadisonCommunityMontessori madisoncommunitymontessoriFollow us for daily news on our accounts:

8406 Ellington Way
Middleton, WI 53562
(608) 806-8671

www.madisoncommunitymontessori.org

February
Alumni Panel

Elementary Go-to-School Event

Children's House Go-to-School Event

February Break: No School

6
11

12

17

14 February Break: No School

Parent/Teacher Conferences: No School27-28
Re-enrollment Applications Due28

March
Re-enrollment Contracts due6
MCMS Public Open House15

Spirit Day and All-School Sing

Staff Inservice Day: No School
Spring Break: No School
Classes Resume

19

20
23-27
30

April
Elementary Expo10

Elementary Outing / Earth Day
Staff Inservice Day: No School

22
24

May
Screen-Free Week

MCMS Band Concert

4-10

6

7-8 Lower Elementary Upham Woods Trip

Transitions Meetings: CH and AD19
Transitions Meetings: Toddler, LE, and UE21
Staff Inservice Day: No School22

Upper Elementary 3rd Year Bike Trip29

June
Adolescent Forum 

Tracy's Class: Spring Performance

1-2

3

Anna's Class: Spring Performance4

Emily's Class: Spring Performance5

AD Class Camping Trip4-5

Last Day of Classes: Graduation, Half Day
Dismissal, and All-School Picnic

10

Montessori Education Week24-28

Upper Elementary Drama Performance18

Adolescent Class trip to NYC13-18

11-15 Adolescent to Nature's Classroom Institute

Memorial Day: No School25


